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Summary  

This report details the approach to, and results from, researcher-led beta testing of the 

Fieldwork Management and Monitoring System (FMMS) being developed for the European 

Social Survey (ESS) as part of the Synergies for Europe’s Research Infrastructures in the 

Social Sciences (SERISS) project. The FMMS aims to provide survey stakeholders with 

consistent, timely and accurate information on fieldwork progress and consists of two 

components: a mobile “app” used by interviewers in the field to complete contact records on 

the doorstep and a centralised case management system (CCMS) which manages the 

exchange of data between the survey agency and interviewers and maintains a central 

database which can be used for fieldwork progress monitoring.  

Researcher testing of the FMMS was conducted in June 2016 to test how far the tool 

currently under development meets the business needs of the ESS and to detect missing or 

defective functionalities. Issues identified during this first round of testing were then 

addressed as far as possible by developers prior to retesting in September 2016. Feedback 

from researcher testing will be incorporated into a final version of the prototype, scheduled 

for finalisation and validation in early 2017.  
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1 Introduction 

This report details the approach to, and results from, researcher-led beta testing of the 

Fieldwork Management and Monitoring System (FMMS) being developed for the European 

Social Survey (ESS) as part of the Synergies for Europe’s Research Infrastructures in the 

Social Sciences (SERISS) project.  

By providing interviewers, survey agencies and the central survey team with access to 

accurate, up to date information throughout the fieldwork period, the FMMS is designed to 

allow stakeholders to monitor and manage fieldwork more effectively.  The FMMS has three 

main aims:  

 To improve the amount and timeliness of fieldwork monitoring information available 

to all ESS stakeholders by facilitating the transfer of data to and from the field in near 

real time throughout the fieldwork period; 

 To generate standardised contact records and fieldwork progress reports across 

countries to allow for more efficient and better informed monitoring of fieldwork cross-

nationally; 

 To facilitate easier and more accurate collection of contact records by allowing one-

stop data collection on the doorstep through an easy to use app.  

The FMMS consists of two components: a mobile “app” used by interviewers in the field to 

manage their caseloads and complete contact records on the doorstep and a centralised 

case management system (CCMS) which manages the exchange of data between the 

survey agency and interviewers and maintains a central database which can be used for 

fieldwork progress monitoring (Figure 1.1). 

A prototype “demonstration” of the mobile app was previously developed under the DASISH 

project.1 However, there was no way for data entered into the app to be stored or accessed 

for fieldwork monitoring.  Under SERISS a case management system has been developed to 

transfer data to and from the app, to enable data to be stored in a central database and to 

allow fieldwork progress reports to be generated.  The app’s functionalities have also been 

enhanced to ensure the accurate collection and recording of all contact data required by the 

ESS.  

Researcher testing of the FMMS was conducted in June 2016 to test how far the tool 

currently under development meets the business needs of the ESS (set out in Appendix 1) 

and to detect missing or defective functionalities. Issues identified during this first round of 

testing were then addressed as far as possible by developers prior to retesting in September 

2016.  This version of the tool was then tested by UK ESS interviewers - in a classroom 

testing - in October 2016, providing a further test of the FMMS’ usability and how far the 

functionalities and workflow within the tool meet the needs of end users (see Butt et al, 

2016a).  Combined feedback from researcher and interviewer testing will be incorporated 

into a final version of the prototype, scheduled for finalisation and validation in early 2017.  

The rest of this report proceeds as follows: Section 2 and 3 provide details of the testing 

approach and environment adopted, Section 4 outlines the test cases and role play 

situations that were used to structure testing. Section 5 reports on the results of testing in 

June 2016 and retesting in September 2016, including the number of test cases which were 

                                                           
1 See DASISH Deliverable D3.8 Fieldwork monitoring application for decentralised surveys EC FP7 Grant 
number 283646 (www.dasish.eu) 
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passed/failed and the issues identified for further development. Section 6 provides a 

summary of the state of the tool immediately prior to end user (interviewer) testing and the 

outstanding issues to be addressed when producing the final prototype.    

Figure 1.1   Overview of Fieldwork Management and Monitoring System  

 

1.1 Definitions, Acronyms and Abbreviations 

FMMS   Fieldwork Management and Monitoring System  

app   Mobile Application 

CCMS Centralised Case Management System i.e. the FMMS central 

workstation (consisting out of an online portal and connected 

database)  

FTP   File Transfer Protocol 

ESS   European Social Survey  

HTTP   Hyper Text Transfer Protocol 

HTTPS  HTTP Secure 

CST    ESS Core Scientific Team  

NC National Coordinator (responsible for overseeing ESS fieldwork in 

each country)  

SA    Survey Agency (responsible for delivering fieldwork in each country)   

IWER    Interviewer 

admin   System Administrator 

http://www.seriss.eu/
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2 Test approach  

Researcher-led beta testing of the FMMS was carried out to test whether the prototype tool 

meets the business needs of the ESS and to detect missing or defective functionalities. 

Testing was based around test case scenarios developed by the researchers in consultation 

with the developers. Role plays in which testers take on different user roles were used to 

group cases for testing and, as far as possible within an office-based testing environment, 

simulate how the tool would be used in practice (see Section 4).  

Success criteria for each test case were identified with each case marked as pass/fail 

depending on whether the success criteria were met. Some test cases had to be skipped 

when they relied on the prior completion of other test cases and these prior test cases failed.  

Where a test case was technically passed but the possibility of improvements was identified 

these were noted as comments.  

Following testing, failed or skipped test cases and issues identified were assigned with fixes 

following a priority ranking based on MuSCoW prioritisation (Must, Should, Could, Would) 

i.e. issues that must/should be fixed as part of the SERISS project vs. those which could be 

fixed but are not a top priority.  The lowest ranking “would” was used for features which 

“would be nice to have” but which were not considered essential. The aim was to implement 

all “must” and “should” fixes before the tool underwent testing with ESS interviewers.  

2.1 Features tested  

Testing encompassed the two main features of the FMMS – the mobile app and the CCMS – 

as well as the flow of data i.e. syncing between the app and CCMS.  

Functionality was tested using test cases. These were based around the FMMS 

requirements first identified under DASISH and subsequently updated during discussions 

between developers and researchers in April 2016 (see Appendix 1).   

The key features to be tested were:  

 Secure login and differential access rights to CCMS (Test cases with prefix CLOG) 
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 Secure login to app (ILOG) 

             

 Import of sample data into CCMS (IMPT) 

 
 

 (Re)allocation of cases to interviewers (ALLC) 
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 Data exchange (syncing) between app and CCMS (SYNC) 

                  

 Completion of ESS contact form on mobile app  

o Household and respondent selection (SELC) 

o Logging visits and recording outcome codes (ATTM)  

o Completing neighbourhood questions (NBQ)  

 

  
 

 Export of data from CCMS (EXPT)  

 

 Generation of summary progress reports via CCMS (REPT) 

              

http://www.seriss.eu/
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Test cases were developed in order not only to test the correct workflow but also to test what 

would happen if an error was made e.g. if a user logged in with the wrong credentials or 

attempted to upload a sample file in the wrong format.  

2.2 Testing responsibilities   

Testing was carried out by researchers at ESS ERIC HQ (Sarah Butt and Elena Sommer) 

and by software developers at CentERdata (Lennard Kuijten, Iggy van der Wielen, Bart van 

Nieuwburg).  Testers took on the role of different FMMS users depending on the test case 

scenario being role played.   

2.3 Timing  

A first round of testing was carried out in June 2016. Testing took place over two 

consecutive afternoons (22 and 23 June) to allow for the possibility of immediate ‘hot’ fixes 

to be implemented between testing sessions.  

Developers and researchers worked together during July to September to discuss issues 

identified during June testing and implement fixes where possible.  

A second round of testing took place in September 2016 to retest cases which were failed or 

skipped during June testing and to ensure that the tool was operational prior to interviewer 

testing in October.  

This report covers both results of June testing and the subsequent retesting in September 

2016.   

http://www.seriss.eu/
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3 Test environment  

Testing was carried out over a split site by researchers based at City, University of London 

and at CentERdata, in Tilburg, Netherlands. Whilst perhaps not ideal for communication, the 

split site was beneficial in helping to maintain the distinction between different user roles and 

simulate a realistic workflow. During testing, communication between testers in different 

locations took place using Adobe Connect. Testers were able to see one another via 

webcams and also to share screens in order to witness the outcome/consequences of test 

cases. Before the start of testing each participant was provided with comprehensive 

documentation on the test cases and role plays to be used. A scribe was appointed during 

testing to document the outcome of test cases.  

3.1 Hardware and software 

Both the CCMS and app were tested as web applications on standard laptop computers 

running Windows 7 or 8 and using Chrome as the web browser. The app was also tested 

(via the web) on an android smartphone and tablet. When testing the app using a laptop, the 

F12 key could be used to make the app appear as it would on a mobile device.    

The CCMS should be compatible with other web browsers including Mozilla Firefox and 

Safari. It will be important to test this compatibility for the final prototype tool. However, for 

the current round of testing, especially given that testers were split over multiple sites, the 

decision was taken to focus on functionality and avoid possible issues arising from the use of 

multiple browsers.  

Wi-Fi (Eduroam) was available throughout testing in order to access the test application and 

allow syncing between the CCMS and mobile app. It was possible to switch off Wi-Fi access 

(putting devices into flight mode) in order to simulate app functionality outside signal range. 

3.2 Security arrangements  

Dummy data were used in the testing and so it was not necessary for the testing 

environment to be secure. Secure data transfer, storage and access are an important 

requirement of the FMMS. Several test cases dealt with security features such as secure 

login and differential access rights. The requirement for an https connection for data transfer 

between the app and the CCMS has been confirmed.  However, the FMMS system has not 

been subject to dedicated security or threat testing. This would need to be incorporated 

before the final prototype can be considered ready for roll out.   

3.3 Test data 

Prior to testing, dummy user accounts and dummy datasets were created to facilitate 

completion of test cases. The central database was populated with information on two 

different ESS countries, their associated SA and NC teams. User accounts were set up for 

SA, NC and CST users. The FMMS distinguishes between individual and address-based 

samples (with for example respondent selection being required for the latter but not the 

former) and so test cases involving both sample types were included.   

 Country 1: Estonia 

o Individual sample  

http://www.seriss.eu/
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o SA1 – Statistics Estonia   

o IWER 1001  - IWER 1005: Statistics Estonia  

o NC1 – University of Tartu  

 

o Country 2: UK 

o Address sample  

o SA2 – NatCen Social Research  

o IWER 2001 – IWER 2005: NatCen Social Research  

o NC2 – NatCen Social Research  

 

o ESS CST  

o CST1 -  ESS ERIC HQ  

o CST2 - KULeuven  

Dummy data files of sample cases and interviewers were created prior to testing and 

available for import to the CCMS in CSV format. Dummy data files were created according to 

the specification given in Appendix 1.  Test cases and datasets were developed to test the 

two different sample types - individual and address - the FMMS is designed to 

accommodate. A mix of correctly and incorrectly specified import files and update files were 

required to fulfil the different import (IMPT) test cases specified (see Section 4).  

Table 3.1 Dummy data files created for testing  

Data file ID Type of file Spec  

CNTRY1_ee_ID_1 Correct interviewer file for 
CNTRY 1 

File with 5 records - 1 each 
for IWERS 1001, 1002, 
1003, 1004, 1005 
All essential fields completed  

CNTRY1_ee_ID_2 Incorrect interviewer file for 
CNTRY 1 

File with 5 records - 1 each 
for IWERS 1001, 1002, 
1003, 1004 and 1005 
IWER id missing for 4th 
IWER  

CNTRY1_ee_CD_1 Correct individual level 
case file for CNTRY 1 

File with 25 records with all 
essential fields completed  
but some cases missing 
data in  non-essential 
“Telephone” column 
Some cases assigned an 
IWER and others not 
(available IWER ids 1001-
1005)  

CNTRY1_ee_CD_2 Incorrect individual level 
case file for CNTRY 1 

File with 25 records with 
some data missing from an 
essential column e.g. 
ADDRESS 1 
Some cases assigned an 
IWER and others not 
(available IWER ids 1001-
1005) 

CNTRY1_ee_CD_3 Correct individual level 
case file for CNTRY 1 with 
some additional fields  

File with 25 records with all 
essential fields completed 
plus data for some cases in 

http://www.seriss.eu/
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Data file ID Type of file Spec  

an additional user defined 
field e.g. email address 
Some cases assigned an 
IWER and others not 
(available IWER ids 1001-
1005) 

CNTRY2_uk_ID_1 Correct interviewer file for 
CNTRY 2 

File with 5 records - 1 each 
for IWERS 2001, 2002, 
2003, 2004, 2005 
All essential fields completed  

CNTRY2_uk_CD_1 Correct address level case 
file for CNTRY 2 

File with 25 records with all 
essential fields completed   
Some cases assigned an 
IWER and others not 
(available IWER ids 2001-
2005)  

CNTRY2_uk_CD_2 Correct address level case 
file for CNTRY 2 

10 additional addresses to 
those in CNTRY2CD_1 to 
test batch/wave import  

CNTRY2_UK_CD_3 Correct address level case 
file for CNTRY 2 

25 cases from import file 
CNTRY2_uk_CD_1 but with 
cases now allocated to 
different interviewers  

 

Test case scenarios involving data export or summary reporting functions relied on data 

input into the FMMS during testing.   

 

http://www.seriss.eu/
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4 Test case and role play scenarios 

Test cases were developed for each of the main FMMS functionalities listed in Section 2.1 

and then grouped together to form role play scenarios. Test cases are not exhaustive but do 

test each of the tool’s main features in multiple contexts, including what should happen if an 

error occurs (e.g. the wrong login credentials are entered).  

Details of the eight role play scenarios completed during testing, the features tested and the 

role plays involved in each are given below. Full specifications for each test case can be 

found in Appendix 2.  

4.1 Role Play 1 (RP01)  

SA from CNTRY1 mistypes username and then password when logging in to CCMS and is 

denied access. SA successfully logs into CCMS, uploads an incomplete case file in the 

CCMS and receives an error message. SA corrects the error and upload a correct file. SA 

uploads an incorrect IWER file in the CCMS and receives an error message. SA corrects the 

error and uploads the corrected IWER file.  CCMS syncs with IWER devices so that IWERS 

receive their cases upon logging into the app. 

User roles and testers  SA1  
IWER 1001  
IWER 1002 
IWER 1003  

Data available for 
import 

CNTRY1_ee_CD_1 
CNTRY1_ee_CD_2 
CNTRY1_ee_ID_1 
CNTRY1_ee_ID_2 
 

Data pre-loaded NA  

Features to be tested  SA login to CCMS (CLOG)  
o Login using incorrect credentials  
o Login using correct credentials  

File import (IMPT)  
o Import an incorrect (individual level) case level file  
o Import a correct (individual level) case level file  
o Import an IWER file  

Allocate cases to IWERS (ALLC)  
o Manually allocate cases to IWER  

IWER login (ILOG)  
o Login using incorrect credentials  
o Login using correct credentials 

Syncing between app and CCMS (SYNC)  
o IWER picks up new cases on app 

Household/respondent selection (SELC)  
o Selection functionality not available for individual samples  

Test cases to be 
completed in order 

CLOG01  (SA1) 
CLOG02 (SA1)  
CLOG03 (SA1) 
IMPT01 (SA1) 
IMPT02 (SA1)  
IMPT03 (SA1)  
IMPT04 (SA1)  
ALLC01  (SA1)  

http://www.seriss.eu/
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ILOG01 (IWER 1001) 
ILOG02 (IWER 1001) 
ILOG03 (IWER 1001,1002, 1003)  
SYNC01a-c  (IWER 1001,1002, 1003)  
SELC01 (IWER 1001)  
 

4.2 Role Play 2 (RP02)  

SA from CNTRY 2 uploads IWER and case files. CCMS syncs with app and IWERS access 

their cases.  IWER goes to make a face to face visit at an address, makes contact with 

someone, performs respondent selection (1 household, 2 residents 15+) and finds selected 

respondent is not at home.  IWER makes a note to call back on Thursday.    

User roles and testers  SA2  
IWER 2001  
 

Data available for 
import 

CNTRY2_uk_CD_1 
CNTRY2_uk_ID_1 
 

Data pre-loaded NA 

Features to be tested  File import (IMPT)  
o Import a correct (address level) case level file   

Case overview screen (OVER)  
o IWER can see overview of cases allocated to them  
o IWER can search for specific case  

Log a contact attempt (ATTM)  
o Log date, time and mode of visit  
o Record an appointment  

Carry out household and respondent selection (SELC)  
o Household selection with 1 household  
o Respondent selection with multiple respondents  

Make a note (NOTE) 
Syncing between app and CCMS (SYNC)  

o IWER syncs app manually and SA receives updated info   

Test cases to be 
completed in order  

CLOG03 (SA2)  
IMPT02 (SA2)  
IMPT06 (SA2) 
ILOG03 (IWER 2001)  
SYNC01 (IWER 2001)  
OVER01 (IWER 2001)  
OVER02 (IWER 2001) 
OVER03 (IWER 2001)  
ATTM01 (IWER 2001)  
SELC02 (IWER 2001)  
SELC04 (IWER 2001)  
ATTM06 (IWER 2001) 
NOTE01 (IWER 2001) 
 

 

4.3 Role play 3 (RP03)  

A (male) IWER makes a call at an address, makes contact with the named respondent who 

refuses to take part. IWER completes the necessary contact information (reason for refusal, 

http://www.seriss.eu/
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estimated likelihood of participation, neighbourhood observations) and then requests that the 

case be reallocated, making a note that it should be reallocated to a female IWER. SA 

receives the request and reallocates case to another IWER who manages to convert case 

into an interview. SA exports case record to CSV. 

User roles and testers  SA1  
IWER 1001  
IWER 1003  
 

Data available for 
import 

NA  

Data pre-loaded CNTRY1_ee_CD_1 
CNTRY1_ee_ID_1 
 

Features to be tested  Log a contact attempt (ATTM)  
o Record a refusal  
o Record a completed interview  

Complete neighbourhood questions (NBQ) 
Reallocate cases to interviewers (ALLC) 

o IWER requests case unassigned  
o SA manually reallocates case to another IWER  

Syncing between app and CCMS (SYNC)  
o IWER syncs app manually and SA receives updated info   
o IWER receives updated case allocation following reissue 

Export data set (EXPT)  
o Check how dataset records IWER assigned to each case and 

multiple visits  

Test cases to be 
completed in order  

ILOG03 (IWER 1001)  
ATTM01 (IWER 1001) 
ATTM05 (IWER 1001)  
NBQ01 (IWER 1001)  
ALLC02 (IWER 1001 and SA1)  
SYNC03 (IWER 1001)  
ALLC03  (SA1)  
ILOG03 (IWER 1001 and IWER 1003) 
SYNC02 (IWER 1001 and IWER 1003) 
ATTM01 (IWER 1003)  
ATTM04  (IWER 1003) 
EXPT01 (SA1)  
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4.4 Role play 4 (RP04)  

CNTRY 1 IWER calls at an address and makes contact with someone who is not the 

respondent.  That person tells the IWER that the named respondent has moved just round 

the corner (still within the IWER’s area) and gives the IWER the new address. Whilst the 

IWER was chatting the app timed out and the mobile device locked itself.  IWER logs in 

again and checks that the contact attempt info logged so far has been stored. The IWER 

changes the address information within the app and goes to make a contact attempt at the 

new address. There is no contact with anyone. The IWER completes the neighbourhood 

observations for the new address. IWER logs in and out again to sync with CCMS.  SA 

exports data file (to check how address edit appears).  

User roles and testers  SA1  
IWER 1004  
Person at old address/new address  
 

Data available for 
import 

NA  

Data pre-loaded CNTRY1_ee_CD_1 
CNTRY1_ee_ID_1 
 

Other preconditions NA  

Features to be tested  Secure IWER login (ILOG)  
o App times out and locks  

Log a contact attempt (ATTM)  
o Record an outcome of moved out of area  
o Edit address  
o Record an outcome of no contact   

Complete neighbourhood questions (NBQ) 
 
Syncing between app and CCMS (SYNC)  

o Automatic sync on login 
Export data set (EXPT)  

o Check how dataset records address edit  

Test cases to be 
completed in order  

ILOG03 (IWER 1004)  
OVER02 (IWER 1004) 
ATTM01 (IWER 1004) 
ATTM08 (IWER 1004)  
SYNC05 (IWER 1004 and SA1) 
ILOG04 (IWER 1004)  
ATTM07 (IWER 1004) 
NBQ01 (IWER 1001)  
SYNC04 (IWER 1004 and SA1)  
EXPT01  
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4.5 Role play 5 (RP05)  

CNTRY 2 IWER syncs app before leaving home. Then goes to make a face to face visit at 

an address with no internet connection, finds that the house is actually split up into two self-

contained flats (A and B) and so has to select a household. Records in the app that there are 

two households and the app makes a selection. IWER edits the address information to 

record details of the selected flat.  IWER knocks on the door of the selected flat, makes 

contact with someone who says they live there alone. Person agrees to be interviewed and a 

completed interview is achieved.   

User roles and testers  IWER 2002  
Person at selected household  
 

Data available for 
import 

NA  

Data pre-loaded CNTRY2_uk_CD_1 
CNTRY2_uk_ID_1 
 

Other preconditions NA  

Features to be tested  Secure IWER login (ILOG)  
o Log in offline  

Respondent selection (SELC)  
o Household selection with multiple households  
o Respondent selection with 1 respondent 

Log a contact attempt (ATTM)  
o Edit address info following household selection  

  

Test cases to be 
completed in order  

ILOG05 (IWER 2002)  
SELC03 (IWER 2002)  
ATTM09 (IWER 2002)  
SELC04 (IWER 2002)  
ATTM04 (IWER 2002)   

 

4.6 Role play 6 (RP06)  

IWER makes a face to face visit, discovers that the address is invalid (has been demolished) 

and returns home. Later that day they recall that they never logged a visit so log in to app to 

do that, manually overwriting the time of the visit to be 2 hours previously. The app syncs 

with the CCMS and SA exports a dataset (to check how time edit appears).  

User roles and testers  IWER 2002  
SA2  
 

Data available for 
import 

NA  

Data pre-loaded CNTRY2_uk_CD_1 
CNTRY2_uk_ID_1 
 

Other preconditions NA  

Features to be tested  Log a contact attempt (ATTM)  
o Log an address as invalid  
o Edit the time of a contact attempt  
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Test cases to be 
completed in order  

ILOG03 (IWER 2002)  
ATTMP02 (IWER 2002)  
ATTM03 (IWER 2002)  
SYNC04 (IWER 2002 and SA2)  
EXPT01 (but with entered rather than pre-loaded data) (SA2)   

 

4.7 Role play 7 (RP07)  

SA assesses progress part way through fieldwork by exporting a case level dataset from 

FMMS. They have particular concerns about one IWER and so select just the cases that 

IWER has worked on and export those cases as a separate CSV file. SA decides to 

reallocate all unproductive cases in batch 1 to different IWERs and so creates a new datafile 

for import and uploads this to FMMS. SA also uploads the second batch of cases into FMMS 

for IWERS to start working on. IWERs login to app to retrieve new cases. 

User roles and testers  SA2  
IWER 2004  
IWER 2005  
 

Data available for 
import 

CNTRY2_uk_CD_2 
CNTRY2_uk_CD_3  

Data pre-loaded CNTRY2_uk_CD_1 
CNTRY2_uk_ID_1 
 

Other preconditions NA  

Features to be tested  CCMS login and access rights (CLOG)  
o SA access rights correspond with spec   

Export data file (EXPT) 
o Export data for a subset of cases  

Data file import (IMPT)  
o Import a second batch of cases  
o Import a second data file which allocates cases to different 

interviewers  
 
  

Test cases to be 
completed in order  

CLOG04 (SA2) 
EXPT02 (SA2) 
IMPT08  (SA2)  
IMPT07 (SA2)  
SYNC01 (IWER 1004 and IWER 1005)   
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4.8 Role play 8 (RP08)  

CST members log in to CCMS to run summary fieldwork reports and look at latest data prior 

to a country contact meeting to discuss fieldwork progress across countries.  CST member 

then calls NC  to discuss fieldwork progress in CNTRY1.   

User roles and testers  CST1  
CST2  
NC1  
SA1  
SA2  

Data available for 
import 

NA   

Data pre-loaded CNTRY2_uk_CD_1 
CNTRY2_uk_ID_1 
CNTRY1_ee_CD_1 
CNTRY1_ee_ID_1 

Other preconditions NA  

Features to be tested  CCMS login and access rights (CLOG)  
o CST and NC access rights correspond with spec   
o CCMS access by multiple users  

Export data file (EXPT) 
o Data exported by different users (NC and CST) 

Summary reporting (REPT)  

Test cases to be 
completed in order  

CLOG06 (CST1) 
EXPT04 (CST1) 
REPT02 (CST1)  
REPT03 (CST1)  
CLOG06 (CST2)  
EXPT05 (CST2) 
CLOG05 (NC1)  
EXPT03 (NC1)  
REPT01 (NC1)  
CLOG07 (SA1, SA2, NC1, CST1, CST2) 
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5 Testing outcomes 

This section covers the results of both the initial testing in June and the retesting in 

September.  It provides an overview of test cases passed/failed together on both occasions 

along with issues identified for further development and fixes.    

After the first round of testing, outstanding test cases and issues were given a priority 

ranking based on their importance to the FMMS using MuSCoW prioritization (Must, Should, 

Could, Would). The aim was to address all issues marked M and S in preparation for 

interviewer testing.  In practice, the complexity of some of these outstanding issues meant 

that a solution needed to be postponed until after interviewer testing.  Priority was given to 

resolving problems with the app as this was the focus of the interviewer testing.  Resolving 

problems related to the data export (EXPT) and reporting (REPT) functions was postponed 

until after interviewer testing but will be addressed before the final prototype is made 

available.   

5.1 Overview: Test cases passed/failed  

Test cases were marked as either passed, failed or skipped.  Test cases related to the 

export function (EXPT) had to be skipped because it was not possible to develop this 

functionality in time for researcher testing.  A few other test cases had to be skipped where 

previous test cases which served as necessary pre-conditions were failed.  Test cases were 

marked “PASS” if the basic requirements were met and the desired outcome achieved.   

However, even on passed test cases room for improvement (e.g. in terms of the workflow or 

user interface) was sometimes observed.  Where this was the case, additional comments 

were added.  

A total of 55 unique test cases were included in the first round of researcher testing (some 

test cases were repeated multiple times to facilitate the completion of role play scenarios).  

In the first round of testing, just under half (27) of the unique test cases were passed (49%), 

19 failed (35%) and 9 (16%) were skipped.  By the time of the September retesting, 

significant progress had been made.  Three-quarters (42) of test cases passed (76%) and 

only 5 failed (9%).  Eight (15%) related to features which had not yet been implemented – 

mainly in relation to data export from the CCMS - and so were skipped.  Of the 30 test cases 

which involved the app, only one failed and one was skipped.     

Table 5.1 Summary of test case outcomes following testing June 2016 (September 

2016)  

Test Pass Fail Skipped Total 

RP01 12 (15) 3 (0) 0 (0) 15 

RP02 7 (8) 2 (1) 0 (0) 9 

RP03 4 (7) 3 (0) 1 (1) 8 

RP04 2 (4) 2 (0) 1 (1) 5 

RP05 1 (3) 1 (0) 1 (0)  3 

RP06 0 (2) 2 (0) 0 (0) 2 

RP07 1 (2) 2 (0) 1 (2) 4 

RP08 0 (1) 4 (3) 5 (5) 9 

      

Total (N) 27 (42) 19 (5) 9 (8) 55 

Total (%) 49.1 (76.4) 34.5 (9.1) 16.4 (14.5) 100 
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5.2 Test case results by role play scenario 

This section of the report provides a more detailed breakdown of test case outcomes for 

each of the different role play scenarios.  The table gives the results following initial testing in 

June and retesting in September. Cases that were not passed in the September testing have 

been highlighted.   

Cases which are repeats of test cases already tested in an earlier role play are marked with 

a *  

Role play 01  

Test case Description Test result 1 
(22.06.16) 

Comments Test result 2  
(30.09.16)  

Comments 

CLOG01 Log in to CCMS 
with incorrect 
password 

PASSED  PASSED  

CLOG02 Log in to CCMS 
with incorrect 
username 

PASSED  PASSED  

CLOG03 Log in to CCMS 
with correct 
credentials (SA)  

PASSED  PASSED  

IMPT01 Import IWER file 
with missing data  

FAILED  It should not be 
possible to 
import file when 
data missing 
from required 
fields.  The 
whole file should 
be rejected [M] 

PASSED  

IMPT02 Import correct 
IWER file  

PASSED  PASSED  

IMPT03 Import CASES with 
missing data  

FAILED  It should not be 
possible to 
import file when 
data missing 
from required 
fields.  The 
whole file should 
be rejected [M] 

PASSED Further stress  
testing with 
different “incorrect” 
import files – for 
address and 
individual samples 
– should be carried 
out 
 

IMPT04 Import correct 
CASES file 
(individual sample) 

PASSED  PASSED  

ALLC01 Manually assign 
cases to IWERS 
within CCMS 

PASSED  PASSED  

ILOG01 Log in to app with 
incorrect password 

FAILED  Request 
password option 
not working. 
Remove [M] or 
fix [S] 
Message to 
IWER on 
incorrect login 

PASSED Consider adding a 
“forgotten 
password?” option 
to log in screen   
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Test case Description Test result 1 
(22.06.16) 

Comments Test result 2  
(30.09.16)  

Comments 

will be changed 
to 
“Forgotten 
password? 
Contact survey 
agency for a 
reminder”  
(rather than 
them requesting 
an automatic 
reset via email) 

ILOG02 Log in to app with 
incorrect user name  

PASSED  PASSED  

ILOG03 Log in to app with 
correct credentials  

PASSED  PASSED  

SYNC01a Correct cases 
displayed to IWER 
via app  

PASSED  PASSED  

SYNC01b Correct cases 
displayed to IWER 
via app 

PASSED  PASSED  

SYNC01c No cases displayed 
to IWER via app 
(none assigned)  

PASSED  PASSED  

SELC01 Respondent 
selection not 
required for 
countries with 
individual samples 

PASSED Selection still 
visible though 
not required for 
individual 
samples.  Could 
remove 
altogether for 
individual 
samples [S] 

PASSED Option for selection 
no longer appears 
with individual 
samples 

  

Role Play 02 

Test 
case 

Description Test result 
(22.06.16) 

Comments Test result 2  
(30.09.16)  

Comments 

CLOG03* Log in to CCMS with 
correct credentials 
(SA) 

PASSED  PASSED  

IMPT02* Import correct IWER 
file  

PASSED  PASSED  

IMPT06 Import correct CASES 
file (address based)  

PASSED  PASSED  

ILOG03* Log in to app with 
correct credentials 

PASSED  PASSED  

OVER01 IWER sees overview 
of cases 

PASSED  PASSED  

OVER02 IWER searches for 
specific case 

PASSED  PASSED  

OVER03 Order cases by wave PASSED    

ATTM01 Log date, time and 
mode of contact 
attempt  

PASSED Case passed.   
However,  
workflow not 
ideal.  (see 
below)  
  

PASSED Workflow now 
improved as 
requested  
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Test 
case 

Description Test result 
(22.06.16) 

Comments Test result 2  
(30.09.16)  

Comments 

SELC02 Complete household 
selection for address 
with 1 household 

FAILED  Not testable 
because 
household 
selection 
function not 
activated [M] 

FAILED  Selection possible 
but details not 
saved if only 1 
household 
recorded 

SELC04 Complete respondent 
selection for 
household with 2+ 
eligible respondents 

FAILED  Selection not 
performed using 
random matrix 
[M] 

PASSED  

ATTM06 Record contact 
outcome as new 
appointment 

PASSED  PASSED  

NOTE01 Make IWER note PASSED  PASSED  

 

Role play 03 

Test 
case 

Description Test result 
(22.06.16) 

Comments Test result 2  
(30.09.16)  

Comments 

ILOG03* Log in to app with 
correct credentials 

PASSED  PASSED  

ATTM01* Log date, time and 
mode of contact 

PASSED  PASSED  

ATTM05 Record outcome of 
contact attempt as 
refusal 

FAILED Not possible to 
select multiple 
reasons for 
refusal [M] 
 
App picks up 
wrong entry to 
display as 
outcome code 
[M] 

PASSED  

NBQ1 Complete NBQ FAILED  Not possible to 
specify “other” 
[M] 
 
App should 
include IWER 
instructions on 
completing NBQ 
[S] 

PASSED  

ALLC02 Interviewer requests 
case be unassigned 
from them  

PASSED  PASSED Location of this 
functionality within 
tool now moved to 
be less obtrusive 

SYNC03 App manually synced 
with CCMS 

FAILED NBQ are not 
synced  [M] 
 
 

PASSED  

ALLC03 Assign case to 
different IWER 

PASSED  PASSED  

ILOG03* Login into the app PASSED  PASSED  

SYNC02 Cases successfully 
reallocated to IWER  

PASSED  PASSED  

ATTM01* Log date, time and 
mode of contact 

PASSED  PASSED  

ATTM04 Record completed  PASSED  PASSED  
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Test 
case 

Description Test result 
(22.06.16) 

Comments Test result 2  
(30.09.16)  

Comments 

EXPT01 Export CCMS 
database as CSV file  

SKIPPED EXPT function 
not yet 
implemented 

SKIPPED  

 

Role play 04 

Test 
cases 

Description Test result 
(22.06.16) 

Comments Test result 2  
(30.09.16)  

Comments 

ILOG03* Login into the app PASSED  PASSED  

OVER02* IWER search for 
specific case 

PASSED  PASSED  

ATTM01* Log date, time mode 
of contact attempt 

PASSED  PASSED  

ATTM08 IWER can edit 
address in app 

PASSED  PASSED New question (on 
whether new 
address is 
institution) added 

SYNC05 Sync with CCMS 
upon editing address  

FAILED The app part 
works, but after 
a sync the old 
address details 
are reloaded 
again [M] 

PASSED App syncs and 
updates address 
details. However, 
there is an issue 
with the CCMS 
displaying duplicate 
address records for 
each case which 
remains to be 
resolved.  

ILOG04 App locks after left 
inactive  

SKIPPED Function not 
implemented yet 
[C]2 

SKIPPED  

ATTM07 Record outcome of 
visit as no contact 

PASSED  PASSED  

NBQ01* Complete 
neighbourhood 
questions 

FAILED As in RP03 PASSED  

SYNC04 CCMS updates with 
latest outcome 

FAILED Outcome code 
did not sync 
correctly [M] 

PASSED  

EXPT01* Export CCMS 
database as CSV file  

SKIPPED EXPT function 
not yet 
implemented [M] 

SKIPPED  

 

Role play 05 

Test 
cases 

Description Test result 
(22.06.16) 

Comments Test result 2  
(30.09.16) 

Comments 

ILOG05 Login offline PASSED Error message 
about server is 
wrongly shown, 
but login is 
possible 

PASSED  

SELC03 Perform household 
selection with 2+ 
households 

FAILED All address -
based cases are 
required to have 

PASSED  

                                                           
2 Essential [M] for use in field but not for next round of testing  
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Test 
cases 

Description Test result 
(22.06.16) 

Comments Test result 2  
(30.09.16) 

Comments 

household 
selection [M] 

ATTM09 Editing of address 
after household 
selection 

SKIPPED Skipped 
because 
SELC03 failed 

PASSED No longer 
necessary to edit 
address following 
selection (info 
updated 
automatically)  

SELC04* Respondent selection FAILED Need to add a 
random 
selection to the 
matrix for 
respondents.  
[M] 
 
Selection 
carried out in 
the app but not 
synced to the 
CCMS [M] 
 

PASSED  

ATTM04* Record outcome of 
visit as completed 
interview 

PASSED  PASSED  

 

Role play 06 

Test 
cases 

Description Test result 
(22.06.16) 

Comments Test result 2  
(30.09.16) 

Comments 

ILOG03* Login PASSED  PASSED  

ATTM02 Edit time of contact FAILED Time created 
label shows the 
wrong time 

PASSED Some refinements 
still possible (see 
below)  

ATTM03 Record outcome of 
contact as “address 
invalid” 

FAILED  Wrong outcome 
code picked up 
and displayed in 
case history and 
overview [M] 

PASSED  

SYNC04* CCMS updates with 
latest outcome 

FAILED Outcome code 
did not sync 
correctly [M] 

PASSED  

EXPT01* Export CCMS 
database as CSV file  

SKIPPED EXPT function 
not yet 
implemented [M] 

SKIPPED  

 

Role play 07 

Test 
cases 

Description Test result 
(22.06.16) 

Comments Test result 2  
(30.09.16) 

Comments 

CLOG04 Check access rights 
for SA 

FAILED SA sees 
interviewers 
from all 
countries. View 
should be 
restricted to own 
country [M] 

PASSED  
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Test 
cases 

Description Test result 
(22.06.16) 

Comments Test result 2  
(30.09.16) 

Comments 

EXPT02 Export CCMS 
database as CSV file 
– bespoke 

SKIPPED EXPT function 
not yet 
implemented 

SKIPPED   

IMPT08 Import updated CASE 
file (with different 
IWER allocation) 

FAILED Need import and 
update separate 
so fields not 
updated are not 
overwritten [S] 

FAILED  Feature not yet 
implemented 

IMPT07 Import second batch 
of cases to CCMS 

PASSED  PASSED  

SYNC01* IWER can see newly 
assigned cases 

PASSED  PASSED  

 

Role play 08 

Test 
cases 

Description Test result 
(22.06.16) 

Comments Test result 2  
(30.09.16) 

Comments 

CLOG06 CST login and access 
rights 

FAILED Some info is in 
view that should 
not be there. 
e.g. IWER name 
(which is 
personal data) 
visible to CST 
[M]  

PASSED   

EXPT04 Export CCMS 
database as CSV file 
(CST) 

SKIPPED EXPT function 
not yet 
implemented 

SKIPPED   

REPT02 Produce summary 
report 

FAILED Report 
formatting not 
correct [M] 

FAILED  Response rate and 
split between no 
contact after < 4 
attempts and no 
contact after 4+ 
attempts still to be 
added  

REPT03 Access previous 
summary reports 

SKIPPED Functionality not 
implemented [C] 

SKIPPED  

CLOG06* CST login and access 
rights  

SKIPPED Because 
EXPT05 is not 
implemented 

PASSED  

EXPT05 Export CCMS 
database as CSV file 
– bespoke 

SKIPPED EXPT function 
not yet 
implemented 

SKIPPED  

CLOG05 NC login and access 
rights 

FAILED As per CLOG06 FAILED  The correct 
information is 
visible  
However, export 
data option should 
be available to NCs 
and currently is not 

EXPT03 Export CCMS 
database as CSV file 
– bespoke 

SKIPPED EXPT function 
not yet 
implemented 

SKIPPED   

REPT01 Produce summary 
report 

FAILED Issues as per 
REPT02  
Not filtering by 
country [M] 

FAILED  As before – NC 
report includes 
cases from all 
countries 
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CLOG07 Multiple users login 
simultaneously 

SKIPPED Skipped 
because 
CLOG05 and 
CLOG06 failed 

SKIPPED  Formal test case 
skipped.  However, 
it is possible for 
multiple users to 
log in and use the 
CCMS 
simultaneously 

 

5.3 Additional testing comments 

In addition to marking test cases passed or failed, the following issues were noted during the 

first round of testing.  Those issues marked * remain to be implemented.  All other issues 

were resolved successfully by the time of the September retesting.  

App 

 Improving workflow: Need to think about how a SA could correct/reload an imported 

sample file if they realise it contains an error  [W]  *  

 

 Testing the app via the web leads to problems with caching.  The web browser 

retains previous log in details and doesn’t allow switch between IWERS/record 

updating. [M]  

 

Update: The facility to switch users has been added to the app login screen.  

 

 Security: There is a need to think about additional security features on login to the 

app.  After how many unsuccessful login attempts does the app freeze?  After how 

long inactive should the screen lock? [C] * 

 

 Improving workflow: Household and respondent selection workflow should be refined:  

o If only one household, this should be recorded in underlying database.  

However, IWER shouldn’t have to make a list of household units, they can 

move straight on to respondent selection  [C]  

o Avoid mentioning “KISH selection” in app UI and instead talk about 

“respondent selection” [S] 

o No need to enter full name of listed respondents - just something by which 

they can be identified to IWER  [S] 

Update:  The workflow around respondent selection within the app had been    

improved significantly by the time of retesting.  

 Improving UI/workflow: The wording of the response outcome options displayed in 

app could be improved - inconsistent use of capitals, mix of numbers and letters used 

to denote different options, incomplete response options [S]   

 

Update: This has now been resolved. 

 

 App functionality: As well as displaying date and time of contact attempt, information 

on “day of the week” should also be visible.  No need to display seconds/milliseconds 

for time of call - hours and minutes is sufficient. [C] 

Update: Information on day of the week is now visible.  
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 Improving workflow: It should be possible to save a logged contact attempt after 

recording mode of visit but before recording outcome of visit.  Should then be 

possible to re-enter the contact log and record the outcome.  IWER should be 

recording the contact in real time and may need to break off part way through to 

interact with/convince/interview respondents. [M] 

 

Update:  The workflow has now been improved.  Interviewers can start to log a visit 

(i.e. record the time of the approach), then carry out the doorstep interaction (e.g. 

perform respondent selection, complete an interview) before returning to enter an 

outcome code.  

 

 Improving UI:  The layout of the app case screen could be improved.  The 

respondent selection functionality should be more prominent than either “edit 

address” or “request to unassign”.  The latter functionalities will only need to be used 

rarely and so should be less obtrusive. [M] 

Update:  The layout of the case overview screen has been changed. “Request to 

unassign” now appears under “extra”. 
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 Improving workflow: Once a completed interview has been recorded, consider 

whether it makes sense to “freeze” that case and allow no more contact attempts to 

be logged [C] * 

CCMS 

 Improving UI: The CCMS home screen has four coloured boxes showing summary 

statistics for fieldwork progress.  Agreed to change the statistics shown to: [S] 

 Yellow = Number of cases in field  

 Green = Number of achieved interviews 

 Red = Number of refusals 

 Blue = Number of cases with no visits 

 

               

 

 Improving UI: The fields displayed in the summary overview table should be changed 

to: Case ID, IWER ID, Wave (Fieldwork batch, Region, Last outcome (Outcome of 

last contact attempt, Visits (Number of contact attempts made), Date last visit [S] * 

Update: This has been implemented.  However, the number of contact attempts 

made and date of last visit are not yet displaying correctly.  
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 Underlying data structure:  When a case is reassigned to another IWER, it is 

important that the CCMS keeps track of which IWER(s) worked the case and logged 

which contact attempts.  The CCMS should not overwrite IWER ID associated with 

contact attempt with details of the current IWER. [M]   

 

Update:  The CCMS now records (and displays) a record of interviewers that 

previously worked on the case.  

 

 Underlying data structure:  If the IWER has already completed the neighbourhood 

questions and then finds that the respondent has moved to a different address, the 

neighbourhood questions can be completed  a second time (once the address is 

amended in the app). [S] 

 

 Reporting functionality: several improvements are required including figures to be 

displayed as counts and percentages (to 1 d.p), outcomes to be displayed in a fixed 

order, date of report should be visible, missing info (response rate, number of IWERS 

in field) to be added [M/S] 

 

 Data export: This feature of the tool still needs to be developed. There are two 

requirements for this feature: First, to ensure that all the necessary contact form data 

and paradata is stored in and retrievable from the CCMS (see ESS ERIC, 2014 for 

details of the ESS Contact Data archived from previous rounds of the survey). 

Second, to ensure that the data can easily be exported in a user friendly format so 

that it can be used by ESS stakeholders during fieldwork for analysis.  A decision 

needs to be taken on how far it will be possible for data users to tailor their data 

exports e.g. select certain fields or subsets of cases.  As a minimum, it must be 

possible for the CST to export separate datasets for different countries and to ensure 

that the data exported by NCs and the CST during fieldwork contains no personal 

identifiers [M]. 
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6 Conclusions and next steps  

Researcher testing of the FMMS, focusing on whether the FMMS met ESS business needs 

and that the required functionalities were implemented, took place in June and September 

2016.  It is clear that a lot of progress has been made on the tool since the start of the 

SERISS project.  Both the mobile app and central database (CCMS) components of the tool 

are now operational, it is possible to sync data between the two components, and differential 

access rights for the different tool users (interviewers, survey agencies, National 

Coordinators and the ESS Core Scientific Team) have been implemented.  A number of 

improvements to both the CCMS and app UI have been implemented and the workflow 

improved.    

By the time the second round of researcher testing took place, three-quarters (76%) of test 

cases were passed including all but two of the thirty test cases relating to the app. Priority 

was given to finalising the app in preparation for interviewer testing.  Some further work on 

the app will be done in response to feedback gathered from interviewers (see Butt et al, 

2016a) but the app component of the tool can now largely be considered as fit for purpose 

and suitable for implementation.   

Further work is, however, required on the CCMS component of the tool, particularly in 

relation to data export and progress reporting.  This will be the priority for development in 

preparation for delivering the final prototype tool in early 2017. The following tasks remain to 

be completed:  

 Refine reporting function so reports are country specific, display the right outcome 

codes and other figures (e.g. response rate), are idenitfied by date, and can be saved 

either within or outside of the CCMS; 

 Ensure that the underlying CCMS database contains all the information necessary to 

construct the ESS Contact Form database and can be exported in a user friendly 

format; 

 Ensure that all data displayed within the CCMS UI appears in the correct format and 

updates correctly on syncing with the app; 

 Further stress test the data import functionality to ensure that it only accepts sample 

files in the correct format; 

 Refine the data import functionality so that updated sample files, for example with 

different interviewer allocations following reissues, can be uploaded.  

Once these functionalities are in place for the FMMS and have been shown to work 

satisfactorily, some further work remains to be done before the tool can be considered ready 

for use.  The tool still needs to undergo both security threat testing and stress testing to 

ensure that it complies with data protection requirements and can cope with multiple users 

entering and tranferring data simultaneously (if rolled out across the ESS, in any one 

fieldwork round the FMMS, will be operational in 20-25 countries and have to keep track of 

around 50,000 cases). The FMMS is currently only available as an English language 

version.  Before the tool can be used in the field it will be necessary to translate both the app 

and the CCMS UI into multiple languages for use across ESS countries.  Options for doing 

this are being investigated.   

In addition, a scoping study to investigate issues associated with implementing the FMMS on 

the ESS cross-nationally suggested that some refinements to the FMMS specification tested 

here will be necessary before it can be considered for roll out on the ESS (Butt et al, 2016b). 

First, concerns around data protection and the transfer of personal information (e.g. 

respondents’ names and addresses) via a central server hosted by a third party, mean that 

the tool’s reliance on a central database to store and transmit all contact data should be 
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reevaluated.  The possibility of providing software so that the FMMS can be installed on 

national servers, with data flowing between the app and national servers and only 

deidentified data flows through the central database, will be investigated.  Second, the 

scoping study demonstrated that many (though not all) survey agencies already have their 

own fieldwork management systems which perform a similar role to the FMMS in-house. To 

ensure that the FMMS can still fulfil its purpose of providing the CST with access to up to 

date fieldwork data on all countries whilst avoiding the difficulties associated with introducing 

new data collection systems across multiple agencies, the FMMS should be developed as a 

data repository as well as a data collection tool.  This would mean developing a data upload 

or import capability within the CCMS to mirror the data export functionality already intended.  

Agencies that wish to do so (or have no other means available) can use the FMMS to collect 

contact data directly whilst other agencies can simply upload contact data collected using 

their own technology into the CCMS.  

The additional work required to provide key FMMS functionalities (reporting, data export etc) 

will be completed as part of the SERISS project.  Additional resources outside of the 

SERISS project will be sought to carry out the modifications necessary (local deployment, 

data upload features, translation etc.) to ensure the FMMS can be rolled-out for use during 

ESS fieldwork.  
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Appendix 1: FMMS User Specification 

A.1 FMMS requirements  

Adapted from DASISH Deliverable 3.6 which listed the features identified as necessary during early development of the FMMS tool.3   Table 2 - listing the 

requirements of the case management system/central database - has been refined and expanded since DASISH as work on this aspect of the tool has 

progressed.  

Table 1: FMMS mobile application 

Features are grouped into four broad categories: Usability, Security, Data transfer and Fieldwork processes  

 

 
Group 

 
Feature 

Essential or 

optional 

 
Comments / observations 

Usability Simple and easy to start, use and navigate through Essential  

Usable in all countries – regardless of which type of 

smart phone or tablet is used 

Essential  

Compatible with system(s) currently used by fieldwork 

organisations 

Essential The FMMS will initially be developed as a stand-

alone tool with data imported/exported in CSV 

format. 

 

Work to integrate the FMMS with organisations’ 

own systems would need to be carried out on a 

case by case basis and led by individual agencies.  

 

 

 

 

                                                           
3 DASISH Deliverable D3.6 Design of Standardised Sample Management System EC FP7 Grant number 283646  Available at: www.dasish.eu 
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Group 

 
Feature 

Essential or 

optional 

 
Comments / observations 

Suitable for all interviewers – regardless of whether 

using PAPI or CAPI administration for 

the main survey interview 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Essential  

Compatible with samples of address, household and 

named individuals 
 

 

  

Essential For address samples the interviewer is prompted 

to carry out a household and respondent 

selection.  

 

For household based samples, the interviewer is 

prompted to carry out respondent selection.  

 

This feature should be enabled / disabled based on 

the sample type. 

 

App will assume selection is done via KISH.  

Last/first birthday selection methods will not be 

supported.  

 Data can be accessed and entered both online and 

offline 

Essential  Internet connection required to sync with central 

database but interviewer can access and work 

on downloaded cases even in absence of 

internet connection.  

 

First login requires an internet connection but 

possible to login  

 

 

 

Fir 

Security Password protected secure log-in for interviewers; 

no capacity for the application to ‘remember’ a 

password 

Essential  
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Group 

 
Feature 

Essential or 

optional 

 
Comments / observations 

User timed-out of the application after a defined 

period of time 

Essential Period of time before app locks still to be 

determined  

Only details of cases assigned to interviewer visible  Essential  

 Secure transfer of data to/from central server  Essential Data is transferred via secure headers and https 

protocol. 

Data 

transfer 

Allow for any new data from the fieldwork 

organisation to be transferred via the central server 

to the mobile application updating or 

replacing information previously stored in the mobile 

application 

Essential The app will sync with the central server on login 

(provided there is an internet connection)  

Automatic and frequent transfer of data entered into 

app  to central server accessible to fieldwork 

agency  

Essential The app will sync with the central server on login 

(provided there is an internet connection)  

 

There is also a manual sync button  

 

Fieldwork 

processes 

Assign a unique reference identifier to each case Essential   

Summary overview to instantly identify the status 

of a case 

Essential The overview screen provides a simple view of all 

cases and their current status. Colour 

coding and search and filter functions also help the 

interviewer to navigate through the cases. 

Colour coding to determine status of case - based on 

outcome code recorded  

Optional  Keep to a simple 3 colour traffic light system  
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Group 

 
Feature 

Essential or 

optional 

 
Comments / observations 

Filters to manage cases using the overview summary 

lists 

Optional  

Possibility to select individual cases and to 

record/track their status throughout fieldwork 

Essential Cases can be selected individually and viewed and 

edited accordingly by the 

interviewer from the mobile application. 

Case history visible for each individual case 

Interviewer can complete household and 

respondent selection (if applicable)  

Essential Selection should be randomly generated (no 

first/last birthday). 

App should display info on household/respondent 

selected to interviewer and information on selection 

should be stored within central database 

Log visit information and contact attempts Essential Date and time of visits logged will be generated 
automatically by app.   However, interviewer also 
has capacity to overwrite the date and time. 
 
Each visit logged should be attributed to a specific 
interviewer within central database.  This should 
not change even if case is later allocated to a new 
interviewer 
 
 

Record outcome codes for contact attempts Essential Options available mirror those available in ESS 

Contact Form   (See A2: ESS Contact Forms) 

Complete follow up questions for refusals i.e. 

reasons for refusal, likelihood of future cooperation 

etc.  

Essential Follow up questions follow logic/routing of ESS 

Contact Form  
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Group 

 
Feature 

Essential or 

optional 

 
Comments / observations 

    

Space to record new address if respondent has 

moved  

 

Essential Interviewer can enter new address and state 

whether this new address remains in their area.  

 

Any new address details do not overwrite the 

original address stored in the central database. 

Log to record answers to neighbourhood 

questions 

Essential Available to be completed once for each address  

Note making facility (for interviewers to make notes 

for themselves) 

Optional Notes can be added at the individual case level 

and a summary of all notes can be 

seen 

Interviewer able to signal to fieldwork organisation 

that they have completed work on a case and 

would like to return it to office  

Optional   

Ability to send messages to fieldwork organisation Optional Will not be implemented - note making facility can 

be used to communication with SA  
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Checks/notifications to remind interviewer to 

complete certain tasks  

Optional Examples could include:  

- Reminder to complete interviewer observations if 

not done so by time log first visit  

- Case locked/new outcome cannot be recorded 

once completed interview recorded  

- Reminder to edit address if record that respondent 

has moved 

Include a calendar to help interviewers organise their 

workload 

Optional Will not be implemented in first prototype 

A map or travel distance indication feature to help 

interviewers manage cases e.g. by 

location of respondent 

Optional Googlemap view of address will be visible via app  

GPS of interviewer Optional Will not be implemented.  Data protection 
considerations 
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Table 2: FMMS centralised case management system (CCMS) 

Features are grouped into four broad categories: Usability, Security, Fieldwork processes and Outputs 

 

Group Feature Essential or 

optional 

Comments 

Usability Compatible with system(s) currently used by fieldwork 

organisations 

Essential The FMMS will initially be developed as a stand-

alone tool with data imported/exported manually in 

CSV format. 

 

Work to integrate the FMMS with organisations’ 

own systems would need to be carried out on a 

case by case basis and led by individual agencies.  

 

Compatible with a range of CAPI programs Optional This feature will not be implemented in initial 

prototype.  Future work would be needed to 

scope the CAPI system(s) used by agencies, 

and how these could communicate with the 

FMMS. 

Compatible with samples of address, household and 

named individuals 

Essential CCMS will allow import of individual and 

address sample files  

Some features available only to relevant users (e.g. 
Survey Agency (SA) are only users to import data)  

Essential Differential access rights to be assigned on login 

(see A.3  FMMS Access Rights) 

Security Access to CCMS via  personalized secure login  Essential Differential access rights to be assigned on login (see 

A.3 FMMS Access Rights) 

Access to personal data (e.g. name and address of 

target respondent) restricted to SA  
 Differential access rights to be assigned on login (see 

A.3 FMMS Access Rights). 
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Group Feature Essential or 

optional 

Comments 

Access of NCs and SA restricted to data from their 

own country  
Essential Differential access rights to be assigned on login (see 

A.3 FMMS Access Rights). 

Secure cloud based storage of data within CCMS  Essential As currently designed all ESS contact form 

data (including personal data) will be stored 

within central database hosted in the Cloud   

Secure transfer of data to/from central server  Essential Data is transferred via secure headers and https 

protocol. 

Fieldwork 

processes   

Import case records for individual, household and 

address samples  

Essential See A.4 Import file structure  

 

Import allows for a mix of compulsory, optional and 

user defined fields  

Assign a unique reference identifier to each case Essential Case ID will be supplied by fieldwork agency as 

part of sample import file  

Case IDs should start with a two digit country ID to 

avoid duplication 

Offer the possibility of transferring information 

to/from mobile application  

on a frequent basis 

Essential App and central database sync when interviewer 

logs in (online) or completes manual sync 

Handle multiple as well as single stages of case 

allocation to interviewers 

Essential There should be scope to import sample in batches 

i.e. to add new cases to those already stored in 

CCMS 

 

It should also be possible to upload a new sample 

file - with cases reissued to different interviewers - 

mid way through fieldwork 
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Group Feature Essential or 

optional 

Comments 

Possible for cases to be reassigned to interviewers 

during fieldwork e.g. for refusal conversion or if 

respondent has moved out of area 

Essential  Interviewers can be assigned to cases during 

sample import phase or manually within CCMS  

 

Central database keeps a record of all the 

interviewers that have worked on a case and which 

interviewer logged which visits  

SA can monitor fieldwork progress on individual 

cases and by individual interviewers  

Essential  CCMS overview screen provides summary of key info 

(e.g. outcome and date of last visit, number of visits) 

for all cases  

 

Possible to filter cases by interviewer or outcome 

code 

 

Survey Agency (SA) can enter an individual case to 

find out more info e.g. history of contact attempts, 

read interviewer notes  

SA can edit case level data within CCMS  Essential  Ideally SA should be able to:  

- Delete case record if respondent requests  

- Designate a cases as office refusal  

- Correct errors identified in data entered by 

interviewer  
Data outputs  Aggregate level progress summaries available 

during fieldwork  

Essential Available to all users (CST, NC, SA) on a country by 

country basis.   See A.5 S Data Outputs 

Specification for more detailed requirements  

Case level output file containing contact form data 

available to download   

Essential  Ideally there should be an option for user defined 

exports e.g. specifying certain cases/fields 

 

Data should export in user friendly format e.g. 

excel/SPSS (or CSV).  
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Group Feature Essential or 

optional 

Comments 

Output files need to be usable during fieldwork for 

bespoke progress monitoring/analysis and to 

provide basis for full contact form dataset at end of 

fieldwork   See A.5 Data Outputs Specification 
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A.2 ESS Contact Form  

The mobile “app” is designed to provide the same data during fieldwork as is currently 

specified in the ESS Contact Form.   There are three different Contact Forms depending on 

the sample type: Individual, household or address with the respondent selection procedure 

(but nothing else) varying across the sample types.   The model Contact Form for each 

sample type from ESS Round 7 can be found here:  

http://www.europeansocialsurvey.org/docs/round7/fieldwork/source/ESS7_source_contact_f

orms.pdf 
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A.3 FMMS access rights  

The CCMS will be accessed by different user types: admin, ESS CST, NCs and SAs.   The 

table below summarises data and functionality access rights by the four main user roles set 

up for the prototype.  

 Superadmin Agency NC ESS Core Team 

WHO CentERdata  1 agency per 
country 
e.g Ipsos 
France, NatCen  
 
May be 
multiple people 
per agency e.g. 
IT, Ops staff 
 
It may be 
necessary to 
assign different 
roles/access 
rights within an 
agency  

1 NC 
Organisaton 
per country  
e.g. INSEE, 
NatCen 
 
May be 2-3 
people within 
NC team in 
each country 
 
The NC may or 
may not be 
within the same 
organisation as 
the Agency  
 

c.8 fieldwork 
monitors 
spread across  
4-5 institutions 
including City, 
GESIS, 
KULeuven, SCP 

ACCESS     

Countries All One One All 

Fields All All Deidentified 
(no personal 
identifiers, no 
notes)  

Deidentified 
(no personal 
identifiers, no 
notes) 

Views  All Cases  
 
Interviewers  

Cases 
(summary only)  

Cases 
(summary only)  
 
Organizations  
 
Sample types  

ROLES     

Import Y Y   

View Y Y Y Y 

Edit  Y Y Y Y 

Export Y Y Y Y 

Delete cases Y Y   

Additional roles (e.g. agency users with restricted access rights) could be established as 

required.  

Users will login with their email address and a system generated password.   CentERdata 

will be responsible for setting up CCMS user accounts and for registering details of survey 

agencies, NC teams and country sample types within the central database. An agency 

superuser will be responsible for setting up interviewer user accounts to enable them to 

access the app.    
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A.4 Dummy import files  

For the prototype, it is assumed that data will be imported via CSV file and that the data files will follow a pre-defined structure.   Some flexibility 

has been built in with different specifications for individual and address/household samples and a mixture of compulsory, optional and “spare” 

user defined fields available (Blue fields= required).  

Case records (including ids of the interviewer assigned to the case) and interviewer records must be imported separately. Interviewers can 

either be pre-assigned to cases in the imported data files or assigned within the CCMS.  

Unique case ids and interviewer ids will be assigned by the SA so that they can use these URNs to look up between FMMS and in-house data 

files.  Care may need to be taken to ensure that ids are unique across as well as within countries (e.g.by pre-specifying a 2 digit country code).  

Individual sample file  

Idno PSU Wave 
Interviewer 
ID  Region  Respondent name  

Address 
1 Address 2  Address 3 

Address 
4 

Address 
5 Zip code  Telephone  sex 

year of 
birth 

Spare 
1 

Spare 
2 

1 101 1 1001 Ljubljana  BOR NOVAK 2 
GRABLOVIČEVA 
ULICA MENGEŠ     123456  33 456 53 M 1930     

2 101 1 1001 Ljubljana  JULIJA PETRIČ 5A 
GRABLOVIČEVA 
ULICA MENGEŠ     123465   F 1945     

3 101 1 1001 Ljubljana  GAŠPER DEŽELAN 112 BRILIJEVA CESTA MENGEŠ     123463   M 1977     

4 102 1 1002 Ljubljana  
KARMEN 
KLANJŠČEK 4 ZAGREBŠKA MENGEŠ     123442   F 1960     

5 102 1 1002 Ljubljana  JOŽICA MANFREDA 10 SOŠKA MENGEŠ     123475  43 246 82 F 1942     

6 102 1 1002 Other 
BORIS 
VUJASINOVIĆ 5 KARDELJEVA ULICA  

MIKLAVŽ NA DRAVSKEM 
POLJU     100256   M 1966     

7 103 2 1003 Other EMILY NOLY 17 KARDELJEVA ULICA  
MIKLAVŽ NA DRAVSKEM 
POLJU     100267   F 1980     

8 103 2 1003 Other ALOJZIJ LJUBIČ 28 KARDELJEVA ULICA  
MIKLAVŽ NA DRAVSKEM 
POLJU     100215   M 1932     

9 103 2 1003 Other TIAN ANEJ BOŽIČ 33 KARDELJEVA ULICA  
MIKLAVŽ NA DRAVSKEM 
POLJU     100236   M 2000     

10 103 2 1003 Other 
TOMAŽ 
PATERNOSTER 42D KARDELJEVA ULICA  

MIKLAVŽ NA DRAVSKEM 
POLJU     100284   M 1975     
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Address sample file  

Idno PSU Wave 
Interviewer 
ID  Region  Address 1 Address 2  Address 3 Address 4 Address 5 Zip code  Spare 1 Spare 2 

1 101 1 2001 South East 2 High Street Guilford Surrey      GL7 9AU     

2 101 1 2001 South East Flat 7A Pretoria Road  Guilford  Surrey    GL9 8UY     

3 101 1 2001 South East 15 School Lane  Guilford Surrey      GL15 9DR     

4 102 1 2002 Midlands 
4 Woodside 

Close Telford Birmingham     B24 7TF     

5 102 1 2002 Midlands End Cottage Bromsgrove Birmingham     B34 6FS     

6 102 1 2002 Midlands 
92 London 

Road  Telford Birmingham     B25 5SE     

7 103 2 2003 Wales 
12 Bridge 

Street Cardiff       CF11 7TA     

8 103 2 2003 Wales 
54 Station 

Road  Cardiff       CF15 6GF     

9 103 2 2003 Wales 
33 Elm 

Crescent  Cardiff       CF14 5CV     

10 103 2 2003 Wales Mill Farm  West Bridgford Cardiff     CF42 7GN     

 

Interviewer record file  

Interviewer ID Username Password  Forename  Insert  Surname  Telephone 
number  

Gender Age 

1001 email 
       

1002 email 
       

1003 email 
       

1004 email 
       

1005 email 
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A.5: Fieldwork summary reports  

Summary fieldwork reports generated from the contact form information provided via the app 

will provide a standardised set of figures available to all users (agency, NC, CST) so that 

everyone has the same picture of fieldwork.   The agency/NC may then want to provide 

further context/commentary on the figures and users may want to run extra analysis on 

case-level record.   However, these summary reports provide a baseline for monitoring. 

The information we would like displayed in these summary reports is given in the table 

below.    

 N %  (to 1 dp)  Notes  

Total sample   NA  

    

No contact attempted 
yet  

   

    

Complete interview    

Partial interview    

Appointment    

Invalid address    

No contact at address 
after 4+ contact 
attempts 

  Figure based on combination of 
outcome code assigned at last visit 
and number of visits  

No contact at address  
after < 4 contact 
attempts 

  Figure based on combination of 
outcome code assigned at last visit 
and number of visits 

Refusal by proxy     

Refusal by respondent     

Unavailable     

Mentally/physically 
unable (short term)  

   

Mentally/physically 
unable (long term)  

   

Language barrier     

Deceased    

Moved out of country     

Moved within country     

Moved to unknown 
destination 

   

Other     

    

Number of 
interviewers in field  

 NA  

    

Response rate  NA  RR = (Number of completed 
interviews/(Total cases- Address 
invalid))*100 

 

Key features:  

a. The ESS Core Team should be able to access separate reports for each country.  

NCs and agencies will be able to access reports for one country only  

b. Reports should be run at least weekly once fieldwork has started on a day of the 

week agreed with the fieldwork agency and NC  and saved within the system 
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c. Each report should be labelled automatically with the date and fieldwork week 

(calculated on basis of current date - date fieldwork started)  

d. It should be possible to view the current report and all previous weekly reports saved 

within the system 

e. It should also be possible to run ad hoc reports to get updated figures in between the 

weekly reports  

f. Reports will prioritise cumulative figures.   Week by week figures can be generated 

by the user by comparing the current report against the report from the previous 

week   

g. The priority is to get figures for the whole sample (within one country).  We would 

also like to be able to see separate reports for figures by: region, age group of 

respondent, gender of respondent, wave of sample (e.g. main vs. reserve) and 

interviewer  

h. It should also be possible to export summary reports and save them outside FMMS 

(this should be done at the end of a fieldwork round for e.g.)  
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Appendix 2  FMMS test cases 

Secure login and differential access rights to CCMS (CLOG) 

Test case identifier CLOG01   

Test case SA  enters password for CCMS incorrectly  

Specification Go to CCMS URL in web browser  
Enter username correctly  
Enter password incorrectly  
Click login  

Success criteria Login denied   
[Option to retry and/or contact CentERdata for password reminder]  

 

Test case identifier CLOG02 

Test case SA enters username for CCMS incorrectly  

Specification Go to CCMS URL in web browser  
Enter username incorrectly  
Enter password correctly  
Click login  

Success criteria Login denied 
[Option to retry and/or contact CentERdata for password reminder]  

 

Test case identifier CLOG03 

Test case SA logs in successfully to CCMS  

Specification Go to CCMS URL in web browser  
Enter username correctly  
Enter password correctly  
Click login  

Success criteria SA gains access to CCMS home screen (case overview)  
Menu options visible correspond to SA view i.e. no option to choose a 
country in left hand menu, admin functions not visible.   
Import and export functions available 

 

Test case identifier CLOG04  

Test case SA has appropriate access rights within CCMS  

Specification Data for CNTRY1 and CNTRY2 successfully imported into CCMS 
Go to CCMS URL in web browser  
Enter username correctly  
Enter password correctly  
Click login 

Success criteria Gains access to CCMS home screen (case overview)  
Menu options visible correspond to SA view i.e. no option to choose 
a country in left hand menu, admin functions not visible.   
Import and export functions available 
SA only sees cases from their country 

 

Test case identifier CLOG05 

Test case NC logs in successfully to CCMS and has appropriate access rights  

Specification Go to CCMS URL in web browser  
Enter username correctly  
Enter password correctly  
Click login  

Success criteria NC gains access to CCMS home screen (case overview)  
Menu options visible correspond to NC view i.e. option to choose a 
country in left hand menu, admin functions not visible, IWER option 
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from menu not visible.  Export function but not import function 
available.  
NC only sees cases from their country 
NC cannot click on case to view detailed case or IWER info.   Can 
see only anonymized fields available via case summary screen. 

 

Test case identifier CLOG06 

Test case CST logs in successfully to CCMS and has appropriate access rights  

Specification Go to CCMS URL in web browser  
Enter username correctly  
Enter password correctly  
Click login  

Success criteria CST user gains access to CCMS home screen (case overview)  
Menu options visible correspond to CST view i.e. option to choose a 
country in left hand menu, admin functions not visible, IWER option 
from menu not visible.  Export but not import function available.  
CST user sees cases from CNTRY1 and CNTRY2   
CST user cannot click on case to view detailed case or IWER info.  
Can see only anonymized fields available via case summary screen. 

 

Secure login to app (ILOG) 

Test case identifier ILOG01   

Test case IWER enters password for app incorrectly  

Specification Open app  
Enter username correctly  
Enter password incorrectly  
Click login  

Success criteria Login denied  
[Option to retry and/or contact agency for password reminder]  

 

Test case identifier ILOG02 

Test case IWER enters username for app incorrectly  

Specification Open app  
Enter username incorrectly  
Enter password correctly  
Click login  

Success criteria Login denied 
[Option to retry and/or contact agency for password reminder]  

 

Test case identifier ILOG03 

Test case IWER logs in successfully  

Specification Open app  
Enter username correctly  
Enter password correctly  
Click login  

Success criteria App opens to show case overview  
This will be blank if no cases yet allocated  

 

Test case identifier ILOG04 

Test case App automatically locks screen if remains inactive for x minutes   

Specification Open app  
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Enter username correctly  
Enter password correctly  
Click login  
Leave mobile device unattended for 5 minutes.   
Attempt to enter app again  

Success criteria When IWER returns to device they should be prompted to reenter 
login details   

 

Import of sample data into CCMS (IMPT) 

Test case identifier IMPT01 

Test case SA tries to import an IWER file which has some required info (e.g. IWER 
id) missing  

Specification Complete test case CLOG03 (successful log in) 
Import incorrect IWER file “CNTRY1_ee_ID_2.csv”  

Success criteria File should not be imported  
An error message should appear 

 

Test case identifier IMPT02 

Test case SA successfully imports an IWER data file with all data in right format 

Specification Complete test case CLOG03 (successful log in) 
Import correct IWER file “CNTRY1_ee_ID_1.csv” 

Success criteria File format matches that agreed in specification 
File successfully imported   
Message appears to confirm this 
Imported data visible in the CCMS  

Pass/Fail   

(If Fail) Solution   

Comments   

 

Test case identifier IMPT03 

Test case SA tries to import an individual case level data file which has essential 
data field e.g. Address 1 missing  

Specification Complete test case CLOG03 (successful log in) 
Import incorrect case file “CNTRY1_ee_CD_2.csv” 

Success criteria File not imported 
Error message appears 

 

Test case identifier IMPT04 

Test case SA successfully imports an individual case level file which has all 
essential fields completed but some data missing in a non-essential field 
e.g. “Telephone”  

Specification Complete test case CLOG03 (successful log in) 
Import incorrect case file “CNTRY1_ee_CD_1.csv” 

Success criteria File format matches that agreed in specification 
File successfully imported   
Message appears to confirm this 
Imported data visible in the CCMS 

 

Test case identifier IMPT05 

Test case SA successfully imports an individual case level file which has all 
essential fields completed as well as an extra user defined field 
“respondent email” containing some data   

Specification Complete test case CLOG03 (SA1) 
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Import “CNTRY1_ee_CD_3.csv” 

Success criteria File successfully imported   
Message appears to confirm this 
Imported data visible in the CCMS  

 

Test case identifier IMPT06 

Test case SA successfully imports an address based case level data file which has 
all the essential fields completed  

Specification Complete test case CLOG03 (SA2)  
Import data file “CNTRY2_uk_CD_1.csv” 

Success criteria File format matches that agreed in specification 
File successfully imported   
Message appears to confirm this 
Imported data visible in the CCMS  

 

Test case identifier IMPT07 

Test case SA successfully imports a second batch of addresses  

Specification Dummy data file “CNTRY2_uk_CD_1.csv” and “CNTRY2_uk_ID_1.csv”  
already imported  
Some fieldwork data synced from app  
Import CNTRY2_uk_CD_2.csv 

Success criteria File successfully imported   
Message appears to confirm this 
Imported data from CNTRY2_uk_CD_2.csv visible alongside data on 
cases previously imported via CNTRY2_uk_CD_1.csv  (which should 
remain and not be overwritten) 

 

Test case identifier IMPT08  

Test case SA successfully imports an updated case level file to reallocate (some) 
cases to different IWERs 

Specification Dummy data file “CNTRY2_uk_CD_1.csv” and “CNTRY2_uk_ID_1.csv”  
already imported  
Some fieldwork data synced from app  
Updated dummy IWER file “CNTRY2_uk_CD_3.csv” (covering cases 
already imported into CCMS via CNTRY2_uk_CD_1 but now allocating 
them to a different IWER) available for import 
SA Logs into CCMS  
SA imports file CNTRY2_uk_CD_3 

Success criteria File successfully imported   
Message appears to confirm this 
Info on which IWER cases are allocated to is updated in CCMS  
Any data previously synced to CCMS from app for cases listed in 
CNTRY2_uk_CD_1 is retained.  

 

(Re)allocation of cases to interviewers (ALLC) 

Test case identifier ALLC01 

Test case SA  manually allocates cases to an interviewer 

Specification Complete test cases CLOG03, IMPT02, IMPT04 
Allocate a previously unallocated case to an interviewer  
Return to summary screen   
Log out  

Success criteria Check that cases are allocated to correct IWERs on summary screen     
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Test case identifier ALLC02 

Test case IWER requests that an unproductive case be unassigned from them 
(i.e. returned to office)  

Specification Test case ATTM05 completed 
Locate case used in ATTM05 from list cases screen  
Click on selected case  
Click on  “request to be unassigned”  
IWER completes manual sync with CCMS and logs out 
SA logs into CCMS and receives notification that there has been a 
request for case to be unassigned  
Before case has been unassigned IWER  logs back into app 

Success criteria Unassign box visible for case within app should change to “Cancel 
request to be unassigned” 
On login to CCMS SA should receive notification that there has been a 
request for case to be unassigned 
(SA can then decide to grant request or not and for e.g. reallocate to 
another IWER)  
Until case has been un- or reassigned by agency, it should still show up 
in IWER workload.  
 

 

Test case identifier ALLC03 

Test case SA manually reallocates an unproductive case from one IWER to 
another 

Specification CLOG03 & ALLCO2 completed 
SA locates case to be reallocated within summary screen using 
search/filter function 
Enter detailed case screen  
Check notes box to see what reason (if any) IWER has given for request  
Click on IWER box and selects new IWER  from dropdown list  
Return to summary screen   
Log out  

Success criteria Check that updated IWER  allocation appears on summary screen    
 
In role play scenario, also need to test: 

- That reallocation shows up on IWER devices i.e. that case 

disappears from IWER 1  and appears for IWER 2  

- That correct IWER is shown alongside each visit logged in 

exported data file. Early visits should be allocated to IWER 1 and 

subsequent visits to IWER 2.  

 

Data exchange (syncing) between app and CCMS (SYNC) 

Test case identifier SYNC01 

Test case IWER picks up initial allocation of cases on app  

Specification Test case ALLC01 completed  
IWER(s) complete test case ILOG03   

Success criteria Check that cases allocated to IWER  (and only cases allocated to 
IWER) appear on case overview screen  
“New” should appear next to all cases  
If no cases yet allocated to an interviewer, case history should be 
blank 

 

Test case identifier SYNC02 

Test case App updates in response to case being reallocated from IWER 1 to 
IWER 3 
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Specification Test case ALLC03 completed  
IWERS complete test case ILOG03 

Success criteria Reallocated case should no longer be visible to IWER 11 
Reallocated case should be visible to IWER 2 with “new” next to it 
Case history - showing contact attempts logged by IWER 1 - should 
be visible to IWER 2 

 

Test case identifier SYNC03 

Test case CCMS updated with latest app info on completion of manual sync  

Preconditions IWER logs a contact and records an outcome  
SA user account set up  

Specification After logging outcome of contact attempt, IWER  goes to main menu 
and  clicks sync 
On being told that sync is complete, IWER logs out  
SA completes CLOG03  
SA identifies case(s) IWER ,has worked on using search function in 
CCMS UI  
 
Check that information including notes is synced to the CCMS 

Success criteria IWER receives message “sync completed” before log out 
SA can see details of latest contact for case(s) in CCMS  

 

Test case identifier SYNC04 

Test case CCMS updated with latest app info next time IWER logs in to app 
online   

Specification IWER completes contact record and logs out  
IWER logs in to app again i.e. completes ILOG03 to activate sync 
SA logs in   
SA identifies case for which contact records was completed using 
search function in CCMS UI 

Success criteria SA can see details of latest contact recorded for case in CCMS  

 

Case overview in app (OVER)  

Test case identifier OVER01  

Test case IWER can see overview info on all cases allocated to them    

Specification SYNC01 completed   
IWER completes test case ILOG03  

Success criteria Cases visible should be those allocated to IWER logged in (and no 
others)  
Info on display should match agreed specification 

 

Test case identifier OVER02 

Test case Interviewer can search for a specific case  

Specification IWER completes test case OVER01 
Enter case identifier within search box  

Success criteria App displays summary info for selected case only  

 

Test case identifier OVER03 

Test case Interviewer can order cases by certain fields e.g. batch   

Specification Complete test case OVER01 
Click on filter symbol  
Select order by “Batch”   
Sort order “Desc”  
Apply filters    
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Success criteria App displays cases in batch order with most recent batch at the top 

 

Household and respondent selection (SELC) 

Test case identifier SELC01 

Test case Respondent selection functionality should not appear in app for  individual 
samples as no selection required     

Specification IWER  complete test case ILOG03, test case performed for CNTRY1 
(individual sample) 
Click on a case  
 

Success criteria Selection button should be disabled or invisible  

 

Test case identifier SELC02 

Test case Complete household selection for case with 1 household  

Specification Complete test case ILOG03  
Click on a case  
Click on “Perform respondent selection” 
IWER prompted to record number of households  
When enter “1” the option to move on to respondent selection appears   

Success criteria Household selection made  
Info on selected household appears in “case” tab 

 

Test case identifier SELC03 

Test case Complete household selection for case with 2+ households  

Specification Complete test case ILOG03 or ILOG05 
Click on a case  
Click on “perform respondent selection” 
IWER prompted to record number of households  
If more than 1 household, instruction and space to list the households in 
order (as per instructions on ESS CF)  
App makes a selection and identifies which household has been selected  
IWER reminded to edit address if necessary 
Option to move on to respondent selection appears  

Success criteria Household selection made.  
Info on selected household appears in “case” tab 
 

 

Test case identifier SELC04 

Test case Complete respondent selection   

Specification Click on Kish  
Household selection SELC02 or SELC03 completed 
Click on “Perform respondent selection” 
Enter number of adults aged 15+ along with first name or initial  
App makes selection and gives detail of selected respondent  
Space provided to enter full name of selected respondent  

Success criteria Respondent selection made 
Info on selected respondent appears in “case” tab 

 

Logging visits and recording outcome codes (ATTM)  

Test case identifier ATTM01 

Test case Interviewer logs date, time and mode of contact attempt at address   

Specification Complete test case ILOG03  
Click on selected case  
Click on log a contact  
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Check date and time of contact attempt (automatically generated by app) 
Enter mode of visit  

Sucsces criteria Date and time display correctly  
Date and time of last contact updated in “case” tab and show up in case 
history  
Interviewer can start a contact attempt, then move to a new tab.  When 
return to case overview, data already entered on date, time etc, is saved  

 

Test case identifier ATTM02 

Test case Interviewer edits time of contact attempt at address   

Specification Complete test case ILOG03  
Click on selected case  
Click on log a contact  
Check date and time of contact attempt (automatically generated by app) 
Click on drop down arrows by time to alter time (contact attempt occurred 
2 hours previously)  
Enter mode of visit  

Success criteria Time edited successfully  
Date and time of last contact updated in “case” tab and show up in case 
history  
Interviewer can start a contact attempt, then move to a new tab.  When 
return to case overview, data already entered on date, time etc, is saved  

 

Test case identifier ATTM03 

Test case Interviewer records address as invalid    

Specification Record outcome of visit as A.7  
Click save  
Complete follow up question (Q12 in CF) on reason address invalid   

Success criteria App follows routing of CF  
Logged visit appears in case history and result of last contact updated in 
“case” tab  

 

Test case identifier ATTM04 

Test case IWER records outcome of contact as completed interview     

Specification ATTM01 completed for reassigned case  
Record outcome of visit as A.1 
Click save    

Success criteria Logged visit appears in case history and result of last contact updated in 
“case” tab  

 

Test case identifier ATTM05 

Test case Interviewer records outcome of contact as refusal      

Specification ATTM01 completed 
Record outcome of visit as A.4 
Result of contact = B.2  
Record “too difficult for me” as reason for refusal 
Record “other” as 2nd reason for refusal  
Write in that “R seemed uncomfortable with IWER.  Try female IWER”  
Record “May perhaps cooperate” at next question  
Record “60 or more” for estimated age  
Record “female” for gender 

Success criteria App follows routing of ESS CF 
Logged visit appears in case history and result of last contact updated in 
“case” tab  
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Test case identifier ATTM06 

Test case Interviewer makes an appointment for a future visit       

Specification Test case ATTM01 completed 
Record outcome of visit as A.5 
Result of contact = A.1 (new appointment)   

Success criteria App follows routing of ESS CF 
Logged visit appears in case history and result of last contact updated in 
“case” tab  

(If fail) solution  

Comments  

 

Test case identifier ATTM07 

Test case Interviewer records outcome of visit as no contact        

Specification Test case ATTM01 completed 
Record outcome of visit as A.6 
Save    

Success criteria App follows routing of ESS CF 
Logged visit appears in case history and result of last contact updated in 
“case” tab  

(If fail) solution  

Comments  

 

Test case identifier ATTM08 

Test case IWER edits address of named respondent who has moved within IWER 
area       

Specification ATTM01 completed 
Record outcome of visit as A.5 
Result of contact = B.11  (Respondent moved - still in CNTRY)  
IWER 1003 should be prompted to edit address  
IWER 1003 goes to “case tab” and clicks edit address  
Overwrite address details  
Click that respondent has moved  
Click that household still in IWER area  
Save   

Success criteria App follows required routing  
Logged visit appears in case history and result of last contact updated in 
“case” tab  
Address information updated in case tab and case list 

 

Test case identifier ATTM09 

Test case IWER edits address to include flat number following household selection       

Specification Test case SELC03 completed 
IWER goes to “case tab” and clicks edit address  
Overwrite address details  
Clicks no household has not moved  
Click that household still in IWER area  
Save   

Success criteria Address information updated in case tab and case list  
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Complete neighbourhood questions (NBQ) 

Test case identifier NBQ01  

Test case Interviewer completes NBQ for a case    

Specification ILOG03 & ATTM05 completed 
Click on selected case  
Click on “About Neighbourhood”  
Complete the questionnaire  
Click “save”  

Success criteria Once questionnaire completed, option to complete “About neighbourhood” 
no longer available for that case  
Flow/wording of neighbourhood questions matches ESS contact form  

 

APP Other  

Test case identifier NOTE01  

Test case Interviewer writes a note about a case     

Specification Complete test case ILOG03  
Click on selected case  
Click on “Notes” 
Click on “Add Notes”  
Enter a title for note  
Enter a description for note  
Click save note  
Return to menu and log out  
Log back in again to check note is saved  

Success criteria Note should be saved for case if log out and then log back in again  

 

Export of data from CCMS (EXPT)  

Test case identifier EXPT01  

Test case SA exports full CSV file for all cases    

Specification Complete CLOG03  
Data synced from the app  
Click on actions - > export to download underlying data  

Success criteria CSV file successfully exported  
Should display all fields and all cases completed in SA  

 

Test case identifier EXPT02 

Test case SA exports full CSV file for selected cases e.g. cases with a certain 
outcome code     

Specification Complete CLOG03  
Filter to select cases with no contact attempt yet    
Export CSV file for selected cases  

Success criteria CSV file successfully exported  
Should display all fields but only selected cases i.e. those with no 
contact attempt yet  

 

Test case identifier EXPT03 

Test case NC exports CSV file containing priority fields for all cases within CNTRY      

Specification Complete CLOG05  
Export CSV file for all cases but priority fields only  

Success criteria CSV file successfully exported  
Should display all cases within CNTRY but only priority fields  (and no 
personal data)  
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Test case identifier EXPT04 

Test case CST exports full CSV file for all cases (CNTRY1 and CNTRY2)   

Specification Complete CLOG06 
Export CSV file for all cases  

Success criteria CSV file successfully exported  
Should display all cases within CNTRY1 and CNTRY2 and all fields but 
not those containing personal identifiers e.g. name, address, telephone 
number, IWER notes   

 

Test case identifier EXPT05 

Test case CST exports CSV file containing priority fields for a selected CNTRY  

Specification CST completes CLOG06 
Export CSV file for all cases and selected fields 

Success criteria CSV file successfully exported  
Should display all cases within CNTRY1 and show only priority fields    

 

Generation of summary progress reports via CCMS (REPT) 

Test case identifier REPT01  

Test case NC runs latest summary report for their CNTRY   

Specification Complete CLOG05  
Request summary report  
Download summary report to be saved outside of FMMS 

Success criteria Latest summary report appears and matches specification 
Possible to save summary report as a CSV/word file   

 

Test case identifier REPT02 

Test case CST runs latest summary report for selected CNTRY  

Specification Complete CLOG06 
Select CNTRY (same as REPT01) 
Request summary report  
Download summary report to be saved outside of FMMS 

Success criteria Latest summary report appears and matches specification  
Possible to save summary report as a CSV/word file   
(assuming no other data input between REPT01 and REPT02) report 
downloaded by CST user should match that downloaded by NC user  

 

Test case identifier REPT03 

Test case CST accesses report for previous week to compare progress with latest 
report  i.e. up to 16th June  

Specification Complete CLOG06 
Select CNTRY (same as REPT02) 
Specify week/date for which would like report  
Request summary report  
Download summary report to be saved outside of FMMS 

Success criteria Latest summary report appears and matches specification  
Possible to save summary report as a CSV/word file   
Report should show different figures to that downloaded in REPT02 
including fewer completed interviews and more non-contacts  
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